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that the practitioners can make the best use of the advantages of
both methods. Moreover, the framework may also guide them
to analyze InfoSec data, then compose some solutions based on
the result of the analysis to improve the existing defense. On
the other hand, it provides a conceptual prototype to a software
that can assist professionals with the analysis to be more
comprehensively and profoundly.

Abstract—Information Security (InfoSec) Governance
Framework is applied to help in-house professionals, including
top-level officers, as well as practitioners doing field work, in
order to operate the organizational InfoSec business within a
systematic approach. This paper proposes a framework from the
perspective of data analytics, focusing on InfoSec data, which the
front-line professionals are more familiar with. The framework
introduces the logic from data collection to data analysis
emphasizing the new generation data derived by raw data as well
as corresponding analysis on it. Furthermore, it provides an
application model to indicate how to apply the framework to an
organizational environment.

This paper is structured as follows. Firstly, we present a
review of previous study on InfoSec framework followed by
some commons of these frameworks, which drives the research
questions (RQs). We then propose our framework and
application model of the framework to answer the RQs. Finally,
we sum up with the outcomes, as well as the future work of
meliorate the framework.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Information Security (InfoSec) means the protection of
information assets [1]. It becomes increasingly important as an
elementary business in most organizations nowadays. As
Information Technology evolves dramatically, new trends,
such as Cloud computing, big data, Internet of Things has
become more and more popular and been applied widely in to
organizations [2]. This leads to the increase of the amount of
information assets and expend the range of the protection. New
challenges to information assets protection create a pressing
need to establish a systematic defense for valuable information
in an organization.

The focus of this literature review is on the InfoSec
Governance Framework itself, as well as the method of
building it. However, there is little or no previous research on
InfoSec framework, particular in governance. Therefore,
studies reviewed are more general in terms of framework
related on InfoSec content.
Despite on detail purposes and general environment,
considering the InfoSec framework, researches have
constructed few frameworks from numerous perspectives. The
logic of building framework varies from studies, but can be
categories into two sections. One is on experience of InfoSec
Engineering, while the other is to adapt business model into
InfoSec content.

Common solution to counter-attack the invasion to the
assets can be categorized into two main sections, which refer to
technology-based and management–based methods. The
technical methods focus on utilizing software and hardware
detecting, diagnosing, as well as migrate risks and halt threats.
The managerial approach is applying regulations with
particular strategy, to influence people’s behavior to prevent
the illegal break of the information systems from both inside
and outside the organization. InfoSec researchers realize that
each approach has its own advantages and should be applied
coordinately [3].

On a glance of engineering-based framework, scientists
have proposed the framework following engineering procedure
and structure. Rebollo et al. [4] have developed a framework
from the process of planning/strategy definition, security
analysis, then designing the system, implementing it, operating
it and terminating it. Whilst Feng et al. [5] proposed another
one, it structures the framework from infrastructure level (IT
infrastructure), to fundamental level (OS, database etc.), to
application level (workbench application, map application,
entertainment application etc.). Yang et al. [6] conducted an
integrated InfoSec framework based on the requirements
generating by risk assessment. Also based on risk migration,

The reason of undertaking this research is twofold. On the
one hand, it builds a framework in order to cut off the
boundary and combine these methods from data perspective, so
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Otoom et al. [7] composed a framework with a top-level
strategy and risk analysis as well. On the other hand, scientists
have also contributed to establish a framework using a
managerial lens. Herath et al. [8] has developed a conceptual
framework applying balanced scored card. By evaluating the
performance of the current InfoSec system inside organization,
the framework means to find the inefficient place and
providing improvement guidance to commissioners, thus
enhance the InfoSec defense.
Engineering experience and business both provide
profound thought of InfoSec framework, as well as standard
procedure that how it operates. These kind of frameworks are
proposed from a higher view in an enterprise. Furthermore, the
improvement suggested by those frameworks may needs
authorization from the top. Therefore, the frameworks are more
suitable for top-level managers and not easily to be
implemented by field-work staff.
III.

Figure a Business Analytics Process[9]

Firstly, data is generated by business process in an
organization. After applying some method, the raw data
become meaningful data supporting professionals in making
decision by providing statistics evidence with particular subject.
Then the decision makes some adjustment to meliorate
business process, or to the data, which triggers a new cycle of
business analytics.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In-house InfoSec professionals are the major operators
proceeding the organizational InfoSec business. In addition,
InfoSec software and hardware play a significate role in
InfoSec business as well. Since the data generated by them
describes the overall situation of the InfoSec environment of an
organization, establishing an InfoSec governance framework
from data view is necessary and reasonable. Furthermore, there
is still an interesting gap of conducting an InfoSec framework
from a data analysis perspective according to the literature
review. Therefore, this research is trying to answer following
research questions:

Since the protection of information assets is also regarded
as a common business process in an organization [10], it is
rational to adapt the root process into InfoSec content. The data,
in this setting, is generated from InfoSec related processes, as
well as analyzed to support decision making. Our framework
emphasizes data analysis, the framework, therefore, is
established to demonstrate how to absorb, fusion, analyze the
data, and the outcomes of data analysis. This makes the “data”
and “method” become the key elements of our framework.

• RQ1: What is an InfoSec governance framework
building from a data analysis perspective?

B. Key Elements: InfoSec Data and Methods
The data related to InfoSec contains a wide range and
should be all collected to better support decision making.
However, this requirement is far beyond the capability of
today’s InfoSec products in an organization, because of its cost
[11]. Linking to common industrial situation, we only discuss
the data that be restored by typical InfoSec products.

• RQ2: How to use it to meliorate the organizational
InfoSec defense in field work?

IV.

INFOSEC GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK BASED ON
HOLISTIC ORCHESTRATED DATA ANALYTICS

1) Data Absorbing
ISO 27001 provides a sets of suggestion that how an
organization should consider its InfoSec business [12].
According to it, the raw data involves mostly in InfoSec
business of Physical and environmental security,
Communications and operations management, Access Control,
Information Systems Acquisition, Development and
Maintenance, Business continuity management etc., while
others, such as Information Security Policy, Organization of
Information Security, normally include no typical products,
thus no related data. This indicates that majority of raw data
obtained from two sources, one is systems’ log, while the other
is InfoSec libraries’ data, which includes data in Firewall Rules
Library, Virus Database, and IDS/IPS Rules Library etc. These
libraries obtain not only from in-house professionals’
experience, but also from outside experts’ study. Since the data
is the core of the framework, the raw InfoSec data collected

The framework is introduced by the root process it is based
on, its key elements, the idea of holistic and orchestrated data
analysis, and the detail structure.
A. Root process
The Root process in this research is defined as the basic
process that our framework is built on. It helps to explain how
the framework operates. In this framework, it is a business
analytics process proposed by Howes et al [9]. This process is
chosen, because the analysis is as the core in our framework.
The basic business analysis process presents a logic that how
organizational business process is influenced by making
decision through data analysis as following (Figure a).
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becomes the basis of the data analysis.

concerned in this level, because the main purpose is to clarify
the situation. Element of “When” is to point out the start/end
moment and the duration of the operation. Element “Where”
focuses on the source and the destination a user comes from
and goes to. Mostly, it shows the IP or an address of a user and
the system it logged into. Element of “What” emphases the
action a user did, e.g. accessing a system, add/delete/modify
the data, download/upload files etc. Element of “How”
concerns the approach that a user use to make the action done,
such as using VPN to access the system.

2) Data cleaning
While the raw data is acquired, it’s still in an in-analyzable
status, because of data duplication, different format etc.[13].
Plenty methods can be utilized to clean the data. Since these
methods are hardly different from ETL process [14], a typical
ETL process is chosen for data cleaning. In our content, ETL
process is extracting systems’ log and InfoSec libraries’ data to
acquire metadata, transforming these data into readable
structure decided by specific subject of analysis and loading
into a certain place preparing for analyzing. Despite the
different source, we only concern the content of the data.
Therefore, it is necessary to combine same log or library items
which may be conducted by different products.

b) Have been attacking?-assessing the situation.
Assessing the situation is to identify the illegal components
among the current situation. Prevalent approaches can be
categorized into two sections. One is to comparing the
characteristic elements abstracting from the action among the
situation with the corresponding data in the InfoSec libraries.
Once there is a match, an attack is confirmed. The other is to
distinguish the abnormal action from the situation. An action
which does not fit in the normal rules is considered to be
abnormal, e.g. login a system over a regular time. If no attack
is found, the next loop starts from the top of understanding the
situation. One the other hand, while an attack is identified, a
further analysis need to be proceeded.

3) Data analyzing
Data analyzing means to consider all components of data
from different parts and levels trying to answer specific
question(s) [15]. In this case, questions on organizational
InfoSec rise and is needed to be answered through data
analyzing process. The questions and the logic between them
are showed as following model (Figure b).
Event

c) What kinds of attack it is? -knowing the attack.
Knowing the attack is to find out the method it utilizes, the
influence it may have, the damage it may cause. This step is
considered as analyzing the attack and providing more
information specific to the attack.

What happened

No

d) How to respond to the attack? -responding the attack.
Responding the attack is to figure out what kinds of action
should be taken to eliminate the attack. As soon as the attack is
confirmed, the suggestion of count-attacking this attack can be
obtained from InfoSec libraries. Based on this, professionals
make the decision and solution to minimize the damage it may
cause. After that, a new circle of data analyzing is imitated
from the top of understating a new situation.

Have been attacking

Yes

What kinds of threat

C. Holistic and Orchestrated Data Analysis
According to the model above, data analysis is considered
to understanding and assessing the situation, knowing and
responding to the attack. However, depending on the
experience of professionals and real-time data, these processes
only can identify and deal with known threat, which the
organization has encountered. It is still a difficult issue to
identifying and responding to the known threat, which is more
likely to cause a large damage [17]. Furthermore, it is leak of
suggestion to improve the overall InfoSec defense, as well as
quantitative evidence to support the suggestion. It needs more
data and powerful analysis on it.

How to respond to the attack

Decision

Figure b Data Analyzing Model

a) What is happened?-understanding the current
situation.
Understanding the current situation is as the first and
important step to data analyzing. Since the question is
descriptive, it is reasonable to structure the answer with 5 “W”s
-who, when, where, what and how [16]. Element of “Who”, in
InfoSec content, means a user, who directly or indirectly
operates Information Systems. Considering from the
perspective of Information Systems, a user may not correspond
to a person precisely. Additionally, a user fraud case is not

Data abstracted from InfoSec business after ETL process
constitutes the 1st generation organizational InfoSec data.
More new data can be obtained by mining it. When more new
data is gathered, new analysis can proceed. The idea of holistic
and orchestrated data analytics is to generate data involving all
components of InfoSec environment and emphasizing the logic
between them. The Data Generation Model presents as
followed (Figure c).
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Holistic Orchestrated Data Analytics
InfoSec Governance Framework
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Executive Analysis

Tactical Data

Strategic Data

Short-term
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Executive Data

Raw Data

ETL

Raw Data

Figure c Data Generation Model

The 2nd generation data is born by combining periodical
data in a short-term on a same subject, e.g., intrusion records in
a week, virus records in a mouth etc. The analysis on this set of
periodical data focuses on three questions:

InfoSec Business

Figure d Holistic Orchestrated Data Analytics InfoSec Governance Framework

• How many and how often the organization has
encountered threats during that period?

From bottom to top, the raw data is abstracted from typical
products using in InfoSec business. After ETL process, the data
is cleaned and prepared for analyzing. Then the data is
conducted and categorized into executive, tactic, and strategic
data. Correspondingly, the analysis is divided into executive,
tactic and strategic level.

• What characteristics those attacks have in common?
• When and how the next attack may occur?
The first two is the pre-questions of the last one. They lead
a statistic analysis and provide a quantitative base for predicted
analysis. The answer of the last question gives more
information of the next threat that may happen, which enhance
the capability of detecting and handling unknown attack.

Three level data is composed based on the difference on
period and subjects. Executive data is the first-level data, which
is obtained from the products in real-time. Periodically,
executive data composes tactic data, which combines the data
on same subject in a short period. Then strategic data is
integrating the executive data and tactical data with the logic of
related subject in a long term.

Moreover, 3rd generation data is concreating by integrating
the basic and the 2nd generation data with related subject in a
long period, e.g. log in Information Systems and its related
database. Linking the data with related subject provide a
comprehensive understanding of InfoSec data in an
organizational wide and providing more information to identify
the real problem behind the threat. When the vulnerability is
pointed out, the corresponding solution to improve the defense
can be conducted. Thus, the whole InfoSec defense is
meliorated by dispelling most vulnerability.

Against three level data, the analysis is proceeded in three
level as well. The executive analysis is conducted focusing on
understanding the current situation and assessing, responding
to the attack. Subsequently, the tactical analyzing is towards
the tactical data emphasizing the frequency and pattern of the
threat and predicting the unknowns. Then strategic analysis is
to figure out the essential issue behind the threat and locating
the vulnerability.

D. The Framework
Following the logic demonstrated above, the framework is
established by investigating organizational InfoSec data,
methods of absorbing data, cleaning it, the logic of analyzing it,
as well as the data it derives and profound analysis against it.
The Holistic Orchestrated Data Analytics InfoSec Governance
Framework is shown as Figure d.

Each analysis provides corresponding guidance as result to
professionals on different objectives. Executive analysis
towards the current situation provides a better understanding to
the situation and improves the accuracy and efficiency of
evaluating the attack and count-attacking it. Tactic analysis
concludes the pattern of threat outputting the multicharacteristics of the potential threat, and gives a prediction
unknown threat, which can help to detecting and responding to
unknown threat. Strategic analysis identifies the essential
vulnerabilities of the InfoSec defense outputting the strategic
suggestions of improving the overall InfoSec defense in an
organizational aspect.
E. Application Model
The framework outcomes guidance as result of the data
analysis. It is meaningful to apply the guidance into the
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organizational environment so that the defense can be
improved. The application model indicates the logic of
adapting the framework into the InfoSec Business in an
organization shown as followed (Figure e).
HODA InfoSec
Framework

Executive/Tactical/
Strategic Data

Executive Guidance

Tactical Guidance

More research is still needed to detail the data analysis with
more comprehensive and profound analysis questions.
Moreover, it is necessary to apply the framework in a real
industrial content and improve it according to the feedback. In
addition, based on the framework, a software platform can be
design to be an intelligent tool to facilitate the data analysis.

Strategic Guidance

More Info. on one attack
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